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Benjamin Skepper will perform at the NGV's
Napoleon exhibition. Picture: Chris Scott

SEEN from a distance, he could have
stepped right out of a gilt-framed
painting in the Napoleon: Revolution to
Empire exhibition.

The top hat and frock coat, the pantaloons and
ruffles ... they all suggest a man at home in the
past. But Benjamin Skepper is thoroughly
modern: an Australian-born, Japan-based
artist-musician whose genre-bending
performances open ears - and raise eyebrows -
in theatres, museums and fashion shows.

"What I do is a combination of old world and
new world," he says. "Instrumentation meeting
electronic digital technology . . . breaking down
barriers between all those things."

This month, Skepper's "unorthodox
orchestration and technique" is on show at
NGV International for Napoleon at Night. He re-
interprets "musical compositions of the
Napoleonic era" with a cello, harpsichord and sewing machine (yes, you read that correctly) but
he stresses: "I'm not being literal. I'm not playing a Mozart sonata which Napoleon would have
heard."

Instead, Skepper uses a loop machine to "intricately layer sampled sounds, building them into an
orchestral ensemble".

"I don't consider myself as a pure classical musician. I create fantasies for people to enter, where
they can be whisked away into other worlds."

Skepper's original works wend their way into live performance, sound exhibitions, film scores
and advertising campaigns but much is anchored in what he calls "fundamental laws of harmony
and melody".

"It's about having that foundation and using that as a springboard ... I'm not coming (to NGV) to
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Hey, Sandra Bullock Lied
Her Fans Are In Shock. Her Huge Secret Is Finally
Exposed!

present something known. People can expect something they have never heard or seen before."

Home is a studio in Tokyo but Skepper is always on the move, "wanting to move beyond what
we're comfortable with" and - when time allows - designing clothes. His Napoleon ensemble
includes a frock-coat from Vienna, shoes from Milan and a top hat festooned with peacock
feathers by milliner sister Rachel.

"There's definitely a theatrical side to what I do," he laughs, "and if I was living in Napoleonic
times, I would certainly have been part of the aristocracy!"

------------

NAPOLEON AT NIGHT
Benjamin Skepper
NGV International, 5-9pm; August 15, 22 and 29. Free
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ONE of Oscar de la Renta’s last acts was to design
Amal Alamuddin’s wedding dress. Today the fashion
elite are mourning the death of a legend.
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